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Schwarzschild black hole lensing

K. S. Virbhadra* and George F. R. Ellis†

Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, South Africa
~Received 19 January 2000; published 8 September 2000!

We study strong gravitational lensing due to a Schwarzschild black hole. Apart from the primary and the
secondary images we find a sequence of images on both sides of the optic axis; we call themrelativistic
images. These images are formed due to large bending of light nearr 53M ~the closest distance of approach
r o is greater than 3M ). The sources of the entire universe are mapped in the vicinity of the black hole by these
images. For the case of the Galactic supermassive ‘‘black hole’’ they are formed at about 17 microarcseconds
from the optic axis. The relativistic images are not resolved among themselves, but they are resolved from the
primary and secondary images. However the relativistic images are very much demagnified unless the ob-
server, lens and source are very highly aligned. Because of this and some other difficulties the observation of
these images does not seem to be feasible in the near future. However, it would be a great success of the
general theory of relativity in a strong gravitational field if they ever were observed and it would also give an
upper bound,r o53.21M , to the compactness of the lens, which would support the black hole interpretation of
the lensing object.

PACS number~s!: 04.70.Bw, 04.80.Cc, 97.60.Lf, 98.62.Sb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena resulting from the deflection of elect
magnetic radiation in a gravitational field are referred to
gravitational lensing~GL! and an object causing a detectab
deflection is known as agravitational lens. The basic theory
of GL was developed by Liebes@1#, Refsdal @2#, and
Bourassa and Kantowski@3#. For detailed discussions on G
see the monograph by Schneideret al. @4# and reviews by
Blandford and Narayan@5#, Refsdal and Surdej@6#, Narayan
and Bartelmann@7# and Wambsganss@8#.

The discovery of quasars in 1963 paved the way for
serving point source GL. Walsh, Carswell and Weymann@9#
discovered the first example of GL. They observed twin i
ages QSO 09571561 A,B separated by 5.7 arcsec at t
same redshiftzs51.405 and mag'17. Following this re-
markable discovery more than a dozen convincing multip
imaged quasars are known.

The vision of Zwicky that galaxies can be lensed w
crystallized when Lynds and Petrosian@10# and Soucailet al.
@11# independently observed giant blue luminousarcs of
about 20 arcsec long in the rich clusters of galaxies. Pacz´-
ski @12# interpreted these giant arcs to be distorted image
distant galaxies located behind the clusters. About 20 g
arcs have been observed in the rich clusters. Apart from
giant arcs, there have been also observed weakly disto
arcletswhich are images of other faint background galax
@13#.

Hewitt et al. @14# observed the first Einstein rin
MG113110456 at redshiftzs51.13. With high resolution
radio observations, they found the extended radio sourc
actually be a ring of diameter about 1.75 arcsec. There
about half a dozen observed rings of diameters between
to 2 arcsec and all of them are found in the radio waveba
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some have optical and infrared counterparts as well@8#.
The general theory of relativity has passed experime

tests in a weak gravitational field with flying colors; how
ever, the theory has not been tested in a strong gravitati
field. Testing the gravitational field in the vicinity of a com
pact massive object, such as a black hole or a neutron
could be a possible avenue for such investigations. Dyna
cal observations of several galaxies show that their cen
contain massive dark objects. Though there is no iron-c
evidence, indirect arguments suggest that these are su
massive black holes; at least, the case for black holes in
Galaxy as well as in NGC4258 appears to be strong@15#.
These could be possible observational targets to test the
stein theory of relativity in a strong gravitational fiel
through GL.

Immediately after the advent of the general theory of re
tivity, Schwarzschild obtained a static spherically symmet
asymptotically flat vacuum solution to the Einstein equ
tions, which was later found to have an event horizon wh
maximally extended; thus this solution represents the gr
tational field of a spherically symmetric black hole~see in
Hawking and Ellis @16#!. Schwarzschild GL in the weak
gravitational field region~for which the deflection angle is
small! is well-known @4#. Recently Klinget al. @17# devel-
oped an iterative approach to GL theory based on appr
mate solutions of the null geodesics equations, and to il
trate their method they constructed the iterative le
equations and time of arrival equation for a single Schwar
child lens. In this paper we obtain a lens equation that allo
for the large bending of light near a black hole, model t
Galactic supermassive ‘‘black hole’’ as a Schwarzschild le
and study point source lensing in the strong gravitatio
field region, when the bending angle can be very large. Ap
from a primary image and a secondary image~which are
observed due to small bending of light in a weak gravi
tional field! we get a theoretically infinite sequence of im
ages on both sides close to the optic axis; we term th
relativistic images. The relativistic images are formed due
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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large bending of light in a strong gravitational field in th
vicinity of 3M , and are usually greatly demagnified~the
magnification decreases very fast with an increase in the
gular position of the source from the optic axis!. Though the
observation of relativistic images is a very difficult task~it is
very unlikely that they will be observed in near future!, if it
ever were accomplished it would support the general the
of relativity in a strong gravitational field inaccessible to te
the theory in any other known way and would also give
upper bound to the compactness of the lens. This is the
ject of study in this paper. We use geometrized units~the
gravitational constantG51 and the speed of light in vacuum
c51 so thatM[MG/c2).

II. LENS EQUATION, MAGNIFICATION
AND CRITICAL CURVES

In this section we derive a lens equation that allows
the large bending of light near a black hole. The lens d
gram is given in Fig. 1. The line joining the observerO and
the lensL is taken as the reference~optic! axis. The space-
time under consideration, with the lens~deflector! causing
strong curvature, is asymptotically flat; the observer as w
as the source are situated in the flat spacetime region.

SQ andOI are tangents to the null geodesic at the sou
and image positions, respectively;C is where their point of
intersection would be if there were no lensing object pres
The angular positions of the source and the image are m
sured from the optic axisOL. /LOI ~denoted byu) is the
image position and/LOS ~denoted byb) is the source
position if there were no lensing object.â ~i.e. /OCQ) is

FIG. 1. The lens diagram:O, L andS are respectively the po
sitions of the observer, deflector~lens! and source.OL is the refer-
ence~optic! axis./LOS and/LOI are the angular separations
the source and the image from the optic axis.SQ and OI are re-
spectively tangents to the null geodesic at the source and obs
positions;LN andLT, the perpendiculars to these tangents fromL,
are the impact parameterJ. /OCQ, is the Einstein bending angle
Ds represents the observer-source distance,Dds the lens-source dis
tance andDd the observer-lens distance.
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the Einstein deflection angle. The null geodesic and the b
ken geodesic pathOCSwill be almost identical, except nea
the lens where most of bending will take place. Given t
vast distances from observer to lens and from lens to sou
this will be a good approximation, even if the light goe
round and round the lens before reaching the observer.
assume that the line joining the pointC and the location of
the lensL is perpendicular to the optic axis. This is a goo
approximation for small values ofb ~for observationally sig-
nificant lensingb is small, see Sec. IV!. We draw perpen-
diculars LT and LN from L on the tangentsSQ and OI
respectively and these represent the impact parameterJ. Ds
and Dd stand for the distances of the source and the l
from the observer, andDds represents the lens-source di
tance, as shown in the Fig. 1. Thus, the lens equation ma
expressed as

tanb5tanu2a, ~1!

where

a[
Dds

Ds
@ tanu1tan~ â2u!#. ~2!

The lens diagram gives

sinu5
J

Dd
. ~3!

A gravitational field deflects a light ray and causes
change in the cross section of a bundle of rays. The ma
fication of an image is defined as the ratio of the flux of t
image to the flux of the unlensed source. According to Lio
ville’s theorem the surface brightness is preserved in gra
tational light deflection. Thus, the magnification of an ima
turns out to be the ratio of the solid angles of the image a
of the unlensed source~at the observer!. Therefore, for a
circularly symmetric GL, the magnification of an image
given by

m5S sinb

sinu

db

du D 21

. ~4!

The sign of the magnification of an image gives the parity
the image. The singularities in the magnification in the le
plane are known ascritical curves~CCs! and the correspond
ing values in the source plane are known ascaustics. Critical
images are defined as images of 0-parity.

The tangential and radial magnifications are expressed

m t[S sinb

sinu D 21

, m r[S db

du D 21

~5!

and singularities in these givetangential critical curves
~TCCs! and radial critical curves~RCCs!, respectively; the
corresponding values in the source plane are known astan-
gential caustic~TC! andradial caustics~RCs!, respectively.
Obviously,b50 gives the TC and the corresponding valu
of u are the TCCs. For small values of anglesb, u, andâ

ver
3-2
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equations~1! and~4! yield the approximate lens equation an
magnification, respectively, which have been widely used
studying lensing in a weak gravitational field@4#.

III. SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME
AND THE DEFLECTION ANGLE

The Schwarzschild spacetime is expressed by the line
ement

ds25S 12
2M

r Ddt22S 12
2M

r D 21

dr2

2r 2~dq21sin2 qdf2!, ~6!

whereM is the Schwarzschild mass. When this solution
maximally extended it has an event horizon at the Schwa
child radiusRs52M . The deflection angleâ for a light ray
with closest distance of approachr o is ~Chaps. 8.4 and 8.5 in
@18#!

â~r o!52E
r o

` dr

rAS r

r o
D 2S 12

2M

r o
D 2S 12

2M

r
D

2p ~7!

and the impact parameterJ is

J5r oS 12
2M

r o
D 21/2

. ~8!

A timelike hypersurface$r 5r 0% in a spacetime is defined a
a photon sphere if the Einstein bending angle of a light
with the closest distance of approachr 0 becomes unbound
edly large. For the Schwarzschild metricr 053M is the only
photon sphere and thus the deflection angleâ is finite for
r 0.3M .
a-
ce
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The Einstein deflection angle for larger o is @19#

â~r o!5
4M

r o
1

4M2

r o
2 S 15p

16
21D1••• . ~9!

We mentioned the above result only for completeness as
not much known in the literature. As we are interested
studying GL due to light deflection in a strong gravitation
field we will use Eq.~7! for any further calculations. Intro-
ducing radial distance defined in terms of the Schwarzsc
radius,

x5
r

2M
, xo5

r o

2M
, ~10!

the deflection angleâ and the impact paprameterJ take the
form

â~xo!52E
xo

` dx

xAS x

xo
D 2S 12

1

xo
D2S 12

1

xD
2p ~11!

and

J52MxoS 12
1

xo
D 21/2

. ~12!

In the computations in the following section we require t
first derivative of the deflection angleâ with respect tou.
This is given by~see in@19#!

dâ

du
5â8~xo!

dxo

du
, ~13!

where
dxo

du
5

xoS 12
1

xo
D 3/2A12S 2M

Dd
D 2

xo
2S 12

1

xo
D 21

M

Dd
~2xo23!

~14!

and the first derivative ofâ with respect toxo is

â8~xo!5
322xo

xo
2S 12

1

xo
D Exo

` ~4x23!dx

~322x!2xAS x

xo
D 2S 12

1

xo
D 2S 12

1

x
D

. ~15!
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IV. LENSING WITH THE GALACTIC SUPERMASSIVE
‘‘BLACK HOLE’’

It is known that the Schwarzschild GL in a weak gravit
tional field gives rise to an Einstein ring when the sour
lens and observer are aligned, and a pair of images~primary
,

and secondary! of opposite parities when the lens comp
nents are misaligned. However, when the lens is a mas
compact object a strong gravitational field is ‘‘available’’ fo
investigation. A light ray can pass close to the photon sph
and go around the lens once, twice, thrice, or many tim
3-3
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FIG. 2. This gives relativistic image positions for a given source position.a and tanu2tanb are plotted against the angular positionu
of the image; these are represented by the continuous and the dashed curves, respectively. For a given position of the source, th
intersections of the continuous curves~the two outermost ones on each side being shown! with the dashed curves give the angular positio
of relativistic images. The Galactic ‘‘black hole’’~massM52.83106M ( and the distanceDd58.5 kpc so thatM /Dd'1.57310211) serves
as the lens,Dds /Ds51/2, andb570.075 radian ('74.29718°).u is expressed in microarcseconds. The angular position of a relativ
image changes very slowly with respect to a change in the source position.
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~depending on the impact parameterJ but for J.3A3M )
before reaching the observer. Thus, a massive compact
gives rise, in addition to the primary and secondary imag
to a large number~indeed, theoretically an infinite sequenc!
of images on both sides of the optic axis. We call the
images ~which are formed due to the bending of lig
through more than 3p/2) relativistic images, as the light rays
giving rise to them pass through a strong gravitational fi
before reaching the observer. We call the rings which
formed by bending of light rays more than 2p, relativistic
Einstein rings.

We model the Galactic supermassive ‘‘black hole’’ as
Schwarzschild lens. This has massM52.83106M ( and the
distanceDd58.5 kpc @15#; therefore, the ratio of the mas
to the distanceM /Dd'1.57310211. We consider a point
source, with the lens situated half way between the sou
and the observer, i.e.Dds /Ds51/2. We allow the angular
08400
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position of the source to change keepingDds fixed.
We compute positions and magnifications of two pairs

outermost relativistic images as well as the primary and s
ondary images for different values of the angular positions
the source. These are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and Table I~for
relativistic images! and in Fig. 4 and Table II~for primary
and secondary images!. The angular positions of the primar
and secondary images as well as the critical curves are g
in arcseconds; those for relativistic images as well as rela
istic critical curves are expressed in microarcseconds.
see that the magnifications of the images decrease fast
an increase in the source positionb and therefore the gravi
tational lensing for large source position is observationa
not important. This justifies our assumption of smallb while
deriving the lens equation in Sec. II.

In Fig. 2 we show how the positions of outer two relati
istic images on each side of the optic axis change as
ed
the
one. The

ons
side
FIG. 3. Thetangential magnificationm t denoted by dotted curves and thetotal magnificationm denoted by continuous curves are plott
against the image position~expressed in microarcseconds! near relativistic tangential critical curves. The figures on the right side give
magnification for the outermost relativistic image, whereas those on the left side are for a relativistic image adjacent to the previous
lens is the Galactic ‘‘black hole’’ (M /Dd'1.57310211) andDds /Ds51/2. The singularities in magnifications show the angular positi
of the relativistic tangential critical curves. The origin of theu axis for the figures on the left side is 16.87715 and for each on the right
is 16.89825.
3-4
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TABLE I. Magnifications and positions@for the source positions considered here, the angular position
two pairs of outermost relativistic images are'616.898 and'616.877 microarcseconds (1 sign refers to
images on the same side of the source and2 sign refers to images on opposite side of the source# of
relativistic images.@~a! The lens is the Galactic ‘‘black hole’’~massM52.83106M ( and the distanceDd

58.5 kpc so thatM /Dd'1.57310211). The ratio of the lens-source distanceDds to the observer-source
distanceDs is taken to be 1/2. Angles are given in microarcseconds.~b! m is the magnification and the sig
on this refers to the parity of the image.#

Images on the opposite side of the source Source positionb Images on the same side of the sourc
mouter m inner m inner mouter

23.5310212 26.5310215 1 6.5310215 3.5310212

23.5310213 26.5310216 10 6.5310216 3.5310213

23.5310214 26.5310217 102 6.5310217 3.5310214

23.5310215 26.5310218 103 6.5310218 3.5310215

23.5310216 26.5310219 104 6.5310219 3.5310216

23.5310217 26.5310220 105 6.5310220 3.5310217

23.5310218 26.5310221 106 6.5310221 3.5310218
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source position changes. To find the angular positions
images on the same side of the source we plota ~represented
by continuous curves on right side of the figure! and tanu
2tanb ~represented by dashed curves! againstu for a given
value of the source positionb; the points of intersection give
the image positions~see the right side of the Fig. 3!.

Similarly, we plot 2a and 2tanu2tanb vs 2u and
points of intersection give the image positions on the op
site side of the source~see left side of the Fig. 2!. We have
takenb570.075 radian ('74.29718°). In fact there is a
sequence of theoretically an infinite number of continuo
curves which intersect with a given dashed curve giving r
to a sequence of an infinite number of images on both s
of the optic axis. We have plotted only two sets of su
curves~note that the third set of continuous curves comes
be very close to the second set and therefore it is not pos
to show them in the same figure! demonstrating appearanc
of two relativistic images on both sides of the optic axis. F
b50 the points of intersection of the continuous curves w
the dashed curve give a sequence of infinite number of r
tivistic tangential critical curves~relativistic Einstein rings!.
As b increases any image on the same side of source m
away from the optic axis, whereas any image on the oppo
side of the source moves towards the optic axis. The
placement of relativistic images with respect to a change
the source position is very small~see Fig. 2!. The two sets of
outermost relativistic images are formed at about 17
croarcseconds from the optic axis.

In Fig. 3 we plot the tangential magnificationm t as well
as the total magnificationm vs the image positionu near the
two outermost relativistic tangential critical curves. The s
gularities inm t give the angular radii of the two relativisti
Einstein rings. In Fig. 4 we plot the same for the prima
secondary images; the singularity inm t gives the angular
position of the Einstein ring. The magnification for relativi
tic images falls extremely fast~as compared with the case o
primary and secondary images! as the source position in
creases from perfect alignment. The tangential parity~sign of
m t) as well as the total parity~sign ofm) are positive for all
images on the same side of the source and negative fo
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images on the opposite side of the source. The radial pa
~sign of m r) is positive for all the images in Schwarzschi
lensing.

In Table III we give the angular radiiuE of the Einstein
and two relativistic Einstein rings. We also give the corr
sponding values for the deflection angleâ and the closest
distance of approachxo for the light rays giving rise to these
rings. We define an ‘‘effective deflection angle’’â22p
times the number of revolution the light ray has made bef
reaching the observer. Table III shows that the effective
flection angle for a ring decreases with the decrease in
angular radius, which is expected from the geometry of
lens diagram. The same is true for images on the same
of the optic axis, i.e. the effective deflection angle is less
images closer to the optic axis.

The supermassive ‘‘black holes’’ at the centers
NGC3115 and NGC4486 haveM /Dd'1.14310211 and
1.03310211, respectively@15#, which are very close to the
case of the Galactic ‘‘black hole’’ we have studied. Ther

FIG. 4. Thetangential magnificationm t ~represented by dotted
curves! and thetotal magnificationm ~represented by continuou
curves! are plotted, near the outermost tangential critical curve, a
function of the image position~in arcseconds!. The singularity gives
the position of the outermost tangential critical curve~angular ra-
dius of the Einstein ring!. The Galactic ‘‘black hole’’ is the lens and
Dds /Ds is taken to be 1/2.
3-5
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TABLE II. Positions and magnifications of primary and secondary images.@~a! The same as in Table I
except angles are given here in arcseconds.#

Secondary images Source positionb Primary images
u m u m

1.157494 25787.20 1024 1.157594 5788.20
1.157045 2578.27 1023 1.158045 579.27
1.152555 257.38 1022 1.162555 58.38
1.108619 25.30 1021 1.208624 6.30
0.760918 20.23 1 1.760914 1.23
0.529680 20.05 2 2.529674 1.05
0.394711 20.01 3 3.394704 1.01
0.310831 20.005 4 4.310823 1.005
0.254986 20.002 5 5.254977 1.002

TABLE III. Einstein and relativistic Einstein rings.@~a! The same as~a! of Table I, except arcsec andmas
used here refer to arcseconds and microarcseconds, respectively.uE stands for the angular positions o
tangential critical curves.#

Rings uE â
ro

2M

Einstein ring 1.157544 arcsec 2.315089 arcsec 178193
Relativistic Einstein ring I 16.898mas 2p133.80 mas 1.545115
Relativistic Einstein ring II 16.877mas 4p133.75 mas 1.501875
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fore, if we study lensing with these ‘‘black holes’’ keepin
Dds /Ds51/2, we will get approximately the same resul
The angular radius of the Einstein ring in the Schwarzsch
lensing is expressed byuE5$4MDds /(DdDs)%

1/2. For a
source withDds,Ds one has 0,(Dds /Ds),1. If we con-
siderDds /Ds different than 1/2 the magnitude of the Einste
ring can easily be estimated. The relativistic images
formed due to light deflection close tor o53M and their
angular positions will be very much less sensitive to
change in the value ofDds /Ds . We have considered th
sources forDd,Ds ; however, sources withDd.Ds will
also be lensed and will also give rise to relativistic imag
Thus, all the sources of the universe will be mapped as r
tivistic images in the vicinity of the black hole~albeit as very
faint images!. Gravitational lensing with stellar-mass blac
holes will also give rise to relativistic images; however, u
like in the case of supermassive ‘‘black hole’’ lensing, the
images will not be resolved from their primary and secon
ary images with present observational facilities.

V. RELATIVISTIC IMAGES AS TEST FOR GENERAL
RELATIVITY IN STRONG GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

For the Galactic ‘‘black hole’’ lens, Fig. 2 and Table
show the angular positions of the two outermost sets of r
tivistic images~two images on each side of the optic ax!
when a source position is given. In fact, there is a seque
of a large number of relativistic Einstein rings when t
source, lens and observer are perfectly aligned, and when
08400
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alignment is ‘‘broken’’ there is a sequence of large numb
of relativistic images on both sides of the optic axis. Ho
ever, for a given source position their magnifications d
crease very fast as the angular positionu decreases~see
Table I!, and therefore the outermost set of images, one
each side of the optic axis, is observationally the most s
nificant. The angular separations among relativistic ima
are too small to be resolved with presently available inst
ments and therefore all these images would be at the s
position; however, these relativistic images will be resolv
from the primary and secondary images and thus resolu
is not a problem for observation of relativistic images.

If we observe a full or ‘‘broken’’ Einstein ring near th
center of a massive dark object at the center of a galaxy w
a faint relativistic image of the same source at the cente
the ring, we would expect that the central~relativistic! image
would disappear after a short period of time. If seen, t
would be a great success of the general theory of relativit
a strong gravitational field.

Observation of relativistic images would also give an u
per bound on the compactness of the lens. To get a rela
istic image a light ray has to suffer a deflection by an an
â.3p/2. For the closest distance of approachr o

53.208532M the deflection angleâ5269.9999° and there
fore r o /M53.208532 can be considered as an upper bo
to the compactness of the lens. The fact that the magnifi
tion of a relativistic image decreases very fast as the sou
position increases from its perfect alignment with the le
and observer can be exploited to give a better estimate o
3-6
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compactness of the lens. For the lens system considere
section four, the outermost relativistic Einstein ring has
gular radius about 16.898 microarcseconds and this
formed due to light rays bending at the closest distance
approachr o'3.09023M ( ~see Table III!. As a relativistic
image can be observed only very close to a relativistic TC
the above value of ther o /M gives an estimate of compac
ness of the massive dark object.

There are some serious difficulties hindering the obse
tion of the primary-secondary image pair near a galactic c
ter; the observation of relativistic images is even much m
difficult. The extinction of electromagentic radiation near t
line of sight to galactic nuclei would be appreciable; t
smaller the wavelength, the larger the extinction. The rad
tion at several frequencies from the material accreting on
‘‘black hole’’ would make these observations more difficu
Due to these obstacles no lensing event near a galactic c
has been observed till now, but it seems this is a very wo
while project.

There are some additional difficulties for observing re
tivistic images. First, these images are very much dema
fied unless the source, lens and observer are highly alig
When the source positionb decreases the magnification in
creases rapidly and therefore one may possibly get obs
able relativistic images, but only if the source, lens and
server are highly aligned (b!1 microarcsec) and the
source has a large surface brightness. Quasars and sup
vae would be ideal sources for observations of relativis
images. The number of observed quasars is low~about 104,
see in@8#! and therefore the probability that a quasar will
highly aligned along the direction of any galactic center
observed galaxies is extremely small. Similarly, there i
very small probability that a supernova will be strong
aligned with any galactic center. We considered a norm
star in the Galaxy to be a point source~note that we took
Dds /Ds51/2). We cannot use the point source approxim
tion when such a source is very close to the caustic (b50)
and therefore studies of extended source lensing are nee
Second, if relativistic images were observed it would be fo
short period of time because the magnification decrea
very fast with increase in the source position; however,
time scale for observation of relativistic images will b
greater for lensing of more distant sources. It is highly i
probable that the relativistic images would in fact be o
served in a short observing period and a long term projec
search for such images would not have reasonable prob
ity of success. Nevertheless the possibility remains that s
images might be detected through lucky observations in
vicinity of galactic centers.
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VI. SUMMARY

We obtained a lens equation which allows an arbitra
large value of the deflection angle and used the deflec
angle expression for the Schwarzschild metric obtained
Weinberg@18#. This gives the bending angle of a light ra
passing through the Schwarzschild gravitational field fo
closest distance of approachr o in the range 3M,r o,`.
Using this we studied GL due to the Galactic ‘‘black hole
in a strong gravitational field.

Apart from a pair of images~primary and secondary!
which are observed due to light deflection in a weak gra
tational field, we find a sequence of large number of rela
istic images on both sides of the optic axis due to la
deflections of light in a strong gravitational field near t
photon spherer o53M . Among these relativistic images, th
outermost pair is observationally the most important. Thou
these relativistic images are resolved from the primary a
secondary images, there are serious difficulties in observ
them. However, if it were to succeed it would be a gre
triumph of the general theory of relativity and would als
provide valuable information about the nature of mass
dark objects. Observations of relativistic images would co
firm the Schwarzschild geometry close to the event horiz
therefore these would strongly support the black hole in
pretation of the lensing object.

In the investigations in this paper we modelled the m
sive compact objects as Schwarzschild lens. However,
worth investigating Kerr lensing to see the effect of rotati
on lensing in strong gravitational field, especially when t
lens has large intrinsic angular momentum to the mass ra
There have been some studies of Kerr weak field lensing~see
Rauch and Blandford@20# and references therein!. It is worth
mentioning that any spacetime endowed with a pho
sphere~as defined in Sec. III! and acting as a gravitationa
lens would give rise to relativistic images. A photon sphe
equation for a general static spherically symmetric spacet
is obtained in@21#.

Recently Frittelli, Kling, and Newman@22# discussed
gravitational lensing in a Schwarzschild geometry and co
pared a few approaches to this. They found that the appro
proposed by us in this paper performs remarkably well.
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